Introduction {#S0001}
============

The human skin protects the organism from the external environment, most importantly from mechanical injuries, what is enabled by the mechanism of reversible deformation of the skin structure \[[@CIT0001]\]. All tissues, including skin, undergo deformation under the influence of external forces, particularly the weight. Human skin can be stretched to several times its original size and still maintains its original phenotypic properties \[[@CIT0002]--[@CIT0004]\]. Such impressive expansion is possible because the skin is a highly specialized mechanical structure, responding through a network of interconnected cascades of chemical reactions, with the participation of extracellular, cytoplasmic and nuclear membranes \[[@CIT0005]\]. When the skin is stretched above its physiological limit, a series of reactions activating ion channels, integrins, growth factor receptors and G-receptors conjugated with protein reactions takes place. These reactions aim to restore the homeostatic balance \[[@CIT0006]\]. The same response occurs in mechanical skin damages related to esthetic dermatology and plastic surgery \[[@CIT0007]\]. Integrins mediate between the cell and the cellular matrix, playing the key role in the strength of transmission through the cell membranes of e.g. signaling modules related to mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), nitric oxide (NO) and phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K). Therefore, mechanical activation of the skin initiates the signaling pathways, which in turn activate the transcription of factors stimulating gene expression. That causes a cascade of events which results in an increased mitotic activity and collagen synthesis \[[@CIT0006]--[@CIT0008]\]. The skin also has impressive functional plasticity which allows for its progressive adaptation to the environment. Changes in the skin tissue occurring during dermatological and surgical treatments initiate mechanotransductive paths that also increase the mitotic activity and the synthesis of collagen \[[@CIT0009]\]. However, if external stimuli such as mechanical stress reach sufficiently large values, they may cause irreversible deformation and damage to the skin, resulting in a loss of its mechanical properties \[[@CIT0010], [@CIT0011]\].

Human skin is a complex living material, composed of several heterogeneous layers: epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous tissue, which is sticky and soft \[[@CIT0001], [@CIT0012], [@CIT0013]\]. Skin thickness varies depending on its anatomic location, fluid content and age \[[@CIT0014]\]. From the mechanical point of view, the skin is a very complex structure. Despite the fact that it consists of three layers with different mechanical properties, in medical tests the skin reacts as a homogeneous material and is treated as such in all indentation measurements \[[@CIT0015]\]. Analyses of skin morphology using quantitative methods of mechanical engineering are carried out in studies on skin ageing. This allows to determine the level of mechanical skin changes progressing with age. Physiological functions of the skin can be determined by mechanical parameters, which are subject to change, depending on the density and elastic components of the dermis \[[@CIT0016]\].

Skin elasticity {#S0002}
===============

Deformation marks the skin in response to applied forces and is defined as perfectly elastic, if the skin returns to its initial state after the termination of the force. If, after exceeding the elastic limit, the termination of the external force does not permit for the skin to return to its initial shape, the so-called residual deformation occurs. This deformation is related to the change of position of the skin elements and, consequently, its stability. Elastic potential energy appears as a result of the interaction between the skin elements \[[@CIT0017]\]. The skin, being an elastic material, is subject to the mechanical laws defining its properties. The modulus of longitudinal elasticity -- the Young\'s modulus (*E*) -- defines the relation between stress (σ) and strain (ε) in the skin. The modulus characterizes skin resistance to elastic elongation. This dependence is generally presented by the Hooke\'s Law: ε = *E*/σ \[[@CIT0015]\]. In the elastic range the relationship between stress and strain is linear and the factor of proportionality is expressed by the Young\'s modulus. The unit of Young\'s modulus is the Pascal (Pa, N/m^2^). The Young\'s modulus is defined as: *E* = tg α \[[@CIT0017]--[@CIT0020]\]. In the literature, the Young\'s modulus (*E*) of the skin fluctuates between 0.42 MPa and 0.85 MPa \[[@CIT0001], [@CIT0020]\] for the torsion tests, between 4.6 MPa and 20 MPa \[[@CIT0021]\] when extracting stress values obtained in tests carried by means of mechanical equipment, and between 0.05 MPa and 0.15 MPa \[[@CIT0001], [@CIT0020], [@CIT0022], [@CIT0023]\] in the suction tests. Large discrepancies in the results may show evidence for the changes occurring in the skin during the process of ageing, as well as the differences in the skin properties, depending on its anatomic location.

Results of skin thickness measurements, where the skin was subjected to pressure, obtained in ultrasound tests in comparison to a theoretical module revealed that the Young\'s modulus increased linearly with age. In the process of ageing, the skin becomes thinner, stiffer, less tense and less flexible \[[@CIT0024]\]. Ultrasound images showed that thickness of the epidermis and dermis of elderly people is about 0.7--0.8 mm smaller in comparison to normal skin \[[@CIT0025], [@CIT0026]\]. [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the characteristics of skin resistance \[[@CIT0027]\]. Skin resistance is described by yield limit and elongation of the material. Plastic elongation (*Ar*) is calculated using the following formula: *Ar* = (L1 -- L0)/L0 × 100%, where L0 stands for the section of the sample before deformation and L1 stands for the section of the sample after deformation. Yield point is a point of stress when notable plastic deformations become visible \[[@CIT0002], [@CIT0010], [@CIT0011], [@CIT0019], [@CIT0028], [@CIT0029]\]. Skin biomechanics defines also the Poisson\'s ratio (coefficient) which determines proportionality of mutually perpendicular linear elongations. It is shown by the following equation: Δ*a/a* = µΔ*l/l*, where α and *l* are lengths of the sides which are subject to linear expansion activities. The equation shows that stretching is followed by elongation of the skin in the direction of the acting forces and reduction in the transverse dimensions, whereas compression is followed by reduction in the longitudinal dimensions and extension of the transverse dimensions \[[@CIT0018], [@CIT0030]\].

![Stretching of elastic-plastic material \[[@CIT0028]\]](PDIA-30-21579-g001){#F0001}

Skin parameters change with age. The study on skin stretching by Vogel *et al*. identified age-related differences. Skin tension which was measured during the *in vivo* uniaxial load in a child was about 21 N/mm^2^ (MPa), while the result measured in an elderly adult decreased to about 17 N/mm^2^ (MPa). The child elasticity modulus had an average of 70 N/mm^2^ (MPa), while the elderly adult elasticity modulus had an average of 60 N/mm^2^ (MPa). Furthermore, mean ultimate skin deformation before bursting was 75% for newborns and 60% for the elderly \[[@CIT0031], [@CIT0032]\].

Obviously, the mathematical description requires data about mechanical properties of the skin. They are obtained during strength tests that determine deformation of the skin under various external conditions, when the skin strength is inspected using increasing load to get a function. The results describe average mechanical properties of the skin. Basic law of strength says that material undergoes deformation if stress is applied. There are two types of deformations: elastic deformation, which disappears after the removal of the load, and permanent deformation, also called plastic, which remains after the removal of the stress. Permanent deformations accompany the process of applying stress from the very beginning, however, in the case of linear elastic material such as skin, their power begins to have practical significance after exceeding the size known as the elastic limit as shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CIT0028]\].

Linear elasticity {#S0003}
=================

During stretching, the distance between skin components increases and its molecule energy rises. Similarly, during compression of the skin, the distance between its components decreases and its energy rises, causing imbalance. Forces causing the reduction of distance between skin components, in other words attractive forces, appear in the process of stretching, whereas forces causing an increase in the distance between skin components, or repulsive forces, appear in the process of compression \[[@CIT0017], [@CIT0030]\]. These forces balance the external forces influencing the skin; *p* = *F/S*, where: *p* -- stress vector, *F* -- force vector, *S* -- surface perpendicular to *F*. If, as a result of external forces, there is a change in one dimension of the skin, we deal with one-sided deformation. While stretching, the skin changes its length Δλ \> 0 and when compressing Δλ \< 0. Appropriate relative elongation while stretching is Δλ/λ \> 0, and while squeezing Δλ/λ \< 0. Unilateral deformation is an idealized case because spatial displacement of the skin components, related to the change of its volume, occurs as a result of the applied forces. Thus, the change in volume Δλ characterizes the actual deformation \[[@CIT0017], [@CIT0030]\]. During stretching the skin is prolonged in the direction of the acting forces and the transverse dimension or thickness are reduced, whereas during compression the longitudinal dimensions are shorted and the transverse dimensions are prolonged or skin thickness increases ([Figures 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CIT0016]--[@CIT0018], [@CIT0030]\]. The vector of skin tension in the linear treatments with hyaluronic acid injections, for example hyaluronic threads or fern pattern technique, depends on skin thickness and forces associated with the injection of the hyaluronic acid \[[@CIT0033]\].

![Linear elongation in the skin depending on the vector of the working force. **A** -- Distribution of the forces during skin stretching when its thickness is constant. **B** -- Distribution of the forces during skin squeezing when its thickness is constant](PDIA-30-21579-g002){#F0002}

Anisotropy {#S0004}
==========

The skin and subcutaneous tissue provide a protective covering of the body, capable of stretching and contracting. Theoretically, these processes may occur in any direction and are mutually inclusive. In practice, the skin shows anisotropic properties and its ability to stretch and contract in different directions varies. Anisotropy increases with age \[[@CIT0034]\]. Skin tensions depend on the mutual position of the fibers subjected to the external forces, whereas mechanical properties of the skin are dependent on the force vector applied \[[@CIT0017], [@CIT0035]\]. Microscopic observations of human skin revealed that skin topography has a network of lines. The organization of the lines reflects multidirectional tensions connected with its construction. This morphology is present at birth and its scale of depth and wavelength increases with age \[[@CIT0036]\]. Two types of lines on the skin area have been described. The main lines, formed in the superficial layer of the dermis, correspond to the distribution of tension forces in the skin -- they are visible in the dermis even after the epidermis is separated. They depend on the distribution of tensions in the collagen and elastic fibers, as well as the extracellular matrix -- including the hyaluronic acid. The secondary lines are of epidermal origin \[[@CIT0037]\]. The system of the main lines is related with the distribution of collagen and elastic fibers. Both types of fibers form a structural and functional integrity. The role of elastin is to restore the location of collagen. Reticular layer of the dermis contains elastin arranged in thick, horizontal fibers. The papillary layer of the dermis, which is thinner, contains elastic fibers arranged perpendicular to the skin surface, what enables their binding by intercalation of microfibrils with the dermal-epidermal border. The extensive network of elastin provides elasticity for all layers of the skin, while collagen is the protein responsible for skin firmness \[[@CIT0038]\]. There are at least sixteen types of collagen, with types number I, II and III representing about 80--90% of the collagen in the body \[[@CIT0039], [@CIT0040]\]. Tropocollagen (300 nm long and 1.5 nm in diameter) is the basic unit of the collagen fiber. This protein has three spiral subunits that coil around each other to form a fiber. The diameter of collagen fibers ranges from 50 nm to 200 nm. They in turn form fiber bundles, whose diameter is 0.5--3 mm \[[@CIT0040]\]. In the healthy skin the fiber bundles run parallel to the epidermis surface and are connected by thin strands of collagen fibers. Studies using the method of spectral analysis (the fast Fourier test, FFT) revealed a much higher anisotropy of the healthy skin in comparison to the keloids, which demonstrated features of isotropy. This result confirms the existence of an organized and specifically targeted system of fibrous bundles in healthy tissues \[[@CIT0040], [@CIT0041]\]. Several types of the main lines were distinguished. The static lines were described by Langer and correspond to the lines of maximum tension \[[@CIT0042]\]. The dynamic lines were described by Kraissl and Borges \[[@CIT0043]\]. The Kraissl\'s lines correspond to the movements of the skin during muscle work and the Borges lines, which are presented in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, are the relaxed skin tension lines (RSTL) \[[@CIT0044]\]. Collagen fibers are arranged with their long axis parallel to the reduced skin tension lines, which are visible on the surface of the skin as the main lines \[[@CIT0040], [@CIT0045], [@CIT0046]\]. Skin tension lines are accompanied by constant points and lines. In fact, the reduced skin tension lines have their origin in them. It was noted that they begin in constant points and run parallel to the constant lines \[[@CIT0047]\]. They can be determined during movement, for example during facial movement. It is important to determine and mark the main lines and constant points when planning a surgical operation, dermatosurgical and esthetic dermatology treatment. In surgery and dermatosurgery, an appropriate direction of a simple skin incision, and most of all complex cuts connected with the production of local skin flaps, will determine the final functional and cosmetic outcome. In 1970, Thacker *et al*. emphasized the importance of skin biomechanics in plastic surgery, concluding that the direction of cuts should be correlated with the direction of reduced tension in the skin, resulting in more narrow and less visible scars \[[@CIT0048], [@CIT0049]\]. All properties of the skin described in this article characterize the skin under physiological conditions. In the case of esthetic dermatology treatments, after intradermal injections of fillers such as the hyaluronic acid, we deal with composite material, in other words, material made up of at least two different components, whose connection occurs at the macroscopic level. This is elastic-plastic material with reinforcement. The components of the composite material can be defined as the continuous phase (the matrix) -- in this case the skin, and the dispersed phase surrounded by the matrix -- the hyaluronic acid.

![Relaxed skin tension lines also described as Borges lines](PDIA-30-21579-g003){#F0003}

Conclusions {#S0005}
===========

Biomechanical parameters of the skin alter in the course of human life. During the process of ageing the skin becomes thinner, stiffer, less tense and less flexible, what lowers its protective functions against mechanical injuries. Biomechanical studies on human skin contribute substantially to quantifying the efficiency of various dermatological products, detecting skin diseases, as well as planning surgical and dermatological interventions.
